
What’s in it for you? 
The suggested reseller price is 
$ 6.699,- per storage unit but 
you can purchase it now 
through your authorized 

distributor for  $ 4.399,- * 

Promise Technology introduces the  follow up on the “First Time Buyer” Program 
with their external storage system - VTrak E310S Dual

The VTrak E310S Dual from Promise Technology is the FIRST Intel Qualified External SAS RAID 
solution for the IMS MFSYS25. This cost effective state of the art storage solution from Promise 
Technology brings enterprise rich features to medium and small businesses.
 

The key features of the Promise VTrak E310S Dual enterprise subsystem are: 

 

Reliable, High performance, 
Highly scalable RAID Storage 
for the Intel Modular Server

What’s in it for the distributor? 
The suggested reseller price is $ 6.699,- 
per storage unit but the reseller can 

purchase it now for  $ 4.399,- * 
The authorized distributor can 
purchase the VTrak E310S Dual at 

Promise Technology for $ 4.000,-

In order to encourage your Intel resellers to test 
and evaluate the VTrak E310S Dual from Promise 
Technology with the Intel Modular server. Promise 
Technology will offer a “First Time Buyer” reseller 
promotion of the VTrak E310S Dual for a limited 
time only. This promotion will run from - February 
12, 2009 until April 10, 2009.  

* 1 piece per Reseller - Resellers are not allowed to submit 
duplicate requests through multiple distributors.

Terms and conditions
1.  The First Time Buyer  Promotion runs from February 12, 2009 until April 10, 2009 or until 100 resellers participated, 
whichever comes first. 
2.  One VTrak E310S Dual per Reseller. Resellers are not allowed to submit duplicate requests through multiple 
distributors.
3. After purchase date until 6 months afterwards, resellers will only have the approval to test and promote the VTrak 
E310S Dual with the Intel Modular server. They are not allowed to sell the unit during this period.
4. Please add on the purchase order the following reference - FBP.
5. Promise Technology EMEA reserves the right to change or cancel this program without notice or liability.
6. Distributors are required to sent the POS data to Promise Technology.

- Supports failover/failback RAID controllers for high availability
- 12 hot-swappable drive bays in a robust 2U chassis
- 4 x 3Gb/s SAS x4 host ports for performance and connectivity
- Flexibility to use SAS and SATA 3Gb/s drives simultaneously
- RAID 0/1/1E/10/5/6/50/60 with multiple global or dedicated hot-spare drive support
- Redundant, hot-swappable power and cooling modules
- LUN Mapping and Masking enable SANs and large clusters configurations
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